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Exhibitor Education Program in collaboration with Sonoma State University Wine Business Institute
Designed to help exhibitors navigate market entry and successful brand building in the US

Producer Profile

• Company:  Aquitaine Wine Company
• Wines: Bordeaux-appellation wines (red, white,

sparkling, and dessert), South of France single- 
varietal wines (red and white)

• Négociant and exporter of fine wines representing
over 100 family-owned estates from Bordeaux

• Producer and owner of 7 brands of wines from
southern France

“Vinexpo New York is really a great forum . . . for us to meet wholesalers and on- and off-premise 
accounts that are motivated to purchase our wines from our local wholesaler.”

How an established wine exporter uses Vinexpo New York
to motivate buyers in a very business-efficient way

SUCCESS STORIES
A series of case studies from

VINEXPO NEW YORK
As told by the producers

The  Results
In addition to the interactions we are able to have with wholesalers and buyers from North America, 
Aquitaine Wine Company’s participation the last two years at Vinexpo New York allowed us to:

• Find two new customers in 2018: a retail chain (with 10 stores) in the US and an importer/broker
from Canada.

• Obtain both national and local New York by-the-glass listings in prestigious restaurants—many
restaurant buyers (both independents and chains) attended the show and tasted our wines in 2019.

Primary  Goals
• To develop stronger relationships with US whole-

salers via face-to-face meetings.
• To interact with and show the company portfolio

to the many on- and off-premise buyers from na-
tional accounts that attend Vinexpo New York.

The  Challenge
• Finding wholesalers in a market that has a lot of

wines already available.
• Even after signing on with a wholesaler, the

responsibility is on the producers/exporters to
ensure that the wholesaler prioritizes sales of
their wines.

Avenues  to  Market
• Although Aquitaine wines are distributed in near-

ly all 50 US states, Vinexpo New York represents
a great tool for our company to provide a central-
ized place for wholesale customers to visit and
taste our wines.

• Vinexpo New York is a forum for us to meet on- 
and off-premise account buyers who then become 
motivated to purchase wines from our wholesaler 
in their respective markets.

• We believe it is important for any producer to have 
a plan to promote their wines, including a sam-
ples budget, a budget for depletion allowances
(discount credits paid after a sale has occurred),
and a budget to hire local people to promote the
wines directly to on- and off-premise accounts.

Preparing  for  the  Show
• Put a great deal of thought and reflection into

choosing samples for the show.
• Drew up a current price list and catalog of our

products that was always ready and available for
potential buyers and customers to peruse as they
taste our wines.
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“The Vinexpo New York & SSU exhibitor education program helped us to get a handle on how to navi-
gate through the 3-tier system and gave us a general understanding of the market structure”

The Results
For Château La Grace des Prieurs, the quality of our importer/distributor relationship is more import-
ant than volume. We are clear in our message and we were clear in our strategy for searching out partners.   
Our participation at Vinexpo New York allowed us to:

• Have discussions with potential partners in 4 of the 6 target states.
• Ultimately establish relationships with partners in 2 states that represent major markets —California and Illinois—

resulting in orders for each.
• Submit our wines to magazines and journalists because our wines are now in US distribution.

How a modern, niche producer from a traditional wine 
region found a partner at Vinexpo New York

Wine Business Institute
School of Business and Economics
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Producer Profile
• Winery: Château La Grace des Prieurs
• Wines: Art Russe Saint-Émilion Grand Cru
• Region: Bordeaux, Saint-Émilion
• Small production of artist collection, specially

1. To present a new wine brand, Art Russe, to the American
market.

2. To find partners that understand how to market niche
products.

1. The US is a very competitive environment.
2. Distributor portfolios are saturated, especially with

Bordeaux.
3. Importers and distributors expect a brand ambassador

or in-market sales representative from the winery.

Primary Goal

1. To inspire potential partners with our story.
2. To convince distributors that we are serious about

this market, by committing to a significant promotion
program and budget.

Commitment to the market

The Challenge

• Prepared marketing materials well in advance.
• Created videos of our unique production facilities and

the harvest, so we could deliver our experience to our
potential partners.

• Studied the series of educational videos created by the
Vinexpo team.

• Used the tutorial on margin calculations provided as
part of the Vinexpo education program, to set pricing
parameters that worked for both us and distributors.

• Created a PR opportunity by offering signed Art Russe
magnums by the artist who painted the label for the
2014 vintage, Anatoly Gankevich. An exposition of his
work at a NY gallery coincided with Vinexpo New York.

Preparing for the Show
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